
 

TRAMPOLINE TECHNICAL PANEL 
 

MINUTES OF PANEL MEETING  
Wednesday 1st February 2012 - Bell’s Sports Centre, Perth 

 
Present: Lynn Simpson (LS), Ron Brooks (RB), John Wills (JW), Lorraine Clark (LC), Lauren Jeffrey (LJ), 

Carolyn McKenzie (CMck), Izzy Milns (IM) 
 

Apologies: Steven Maloney (SM) 
 

1. Approval of Minutes 
LS confirmed that the minutes of the previous meeting had been circulated.  IM proposed that the 
minutes be approved, seconded by JW. 
 
2. Matters Arising 
2.1 Tutors/Assessors 
Members of the Panel had discovered that non-trampoline coaches had been assessing trampoline 
coach exams.  SGA were now dealing with this.  The Panel agreed that LS would follow this up with 
SGA if necessary. 
 
3. Competitions 

3.1 Feedback from National Championships 

LS/RB/CMcK had received various letters in relation to national championships.  The panel discussed 
the various comments/suggestions and agreed that LS would respond to each of the letters on 
behalf of the Panel. 
 
3.2 National Championships 2012 
The Panel discussed various possibilities/option for National Championships 2012, considering the 
proposals put forward by LS and RB.  It was decided that age groups would be reinstated but there 
would also be a “champion” for each category.  Qualification would continue to be on the basis of a 
qualification score, which would be increased from last year.  Minimum requirements would be 
imposed for Nat C and Fig B. 
 
The Panel agreed that national championships should become more of an “event” and discussed 
various ways this could be achieved.  CMck would ask SGA if the screens/scoring system would be 
available to us.  Further arrangements/suggestions would be discussed at future meetings. 
 
3.3 Assessment Days 
The Panel thanked LJ and everyone at CETC for their assistance in hosting the first assessment day of 
the year, which ran successfully.   The suitability of Lasswade for future assessment days was 
discussed but the panel felt that this was unlikely due to size of the venue and the hall height. 
 
3.4 Event Photography 
LS had been in contact with PSB photography, who were hoping to be available for national 
championships.  LS had arranged for them to attend the March assessment day as a trial run, which 
would give us an idea of the services offered etc. 
 
4. Development Plan 

4.1 Scottish “Excel” Weekends 

LS presented the Panel with her proposal for the “Excel” weekends, the details of which had been 
briefly discussed at previous meetings.  LS had found suitable venues and tutors to run the 
weekends and was ready to move things forward.  The Panel approved the plan and agreed that LS 
should progress this with a view of running 2 such weekends in 2012.  The first weekend would 
hopefully be 19/20 May.  LS was planning to meet with SGA to discuss possible funding support. 
 



 

4.2 National Squad Selection 
The Panel agreed the details of those gymnasts who were to be invited to be part of the national 
squad, on the basis of the criteria set forth in the development plan.  CMck would arrange for the 
gymnasts to be informed once the excel weekends had been arranged. 
 
The Development plan would now need to be updated to reflect the changes in Nat C/Fig B etc, as 
well as the inclusion of time of flight.  It was agreed that there would be two intakes for national 
squad: after British Nationals, after Scottish National Championships. 
 
4.3 Development Squads 
The Panel approved the plans for development squads put forward by LS as part of her proposal.  
The eligibility criteria now needed to be agreed before the Panel advertised for development squad 
coaches. 
 
5. Judging 

5.1 Judging Courses 

LS and LJ raised concerns at the difficulties experienced in getting judging courses arranged.  LS had 
been trying to get one arranged in the Fife area and had several clubs interested but SGA were 
advising that they needed confirmed candidates before they would organise a course.  How could 
we get confirmed candidates without being able to tell them when and where the course would be 
held?  LS would raise the matter with Jac Archibald to see if it could be resolved.  If not, CMck would 
contact Catriona O’Shea. 
 
SG were in general not organising any judging courses.  LJ suggested that we should propose 
arranging a judging course every 3/6 months. If there were not enough candidates for any of the 
courses, it could be carried forward to the following quarter etc.  This would at least ensure that 
clubs had the opportunity to get more qualified judges. 
 
6. DMT 

6.1 DMT Sub-Group/Competitions 

LJ was proposing that several DMT competitions be arranged this year, alternating between the 
various suitable venues (Lasswade, Banchory, and Musselburgh).  The Panel agreed that LJ should 
push this forward and begin organising competitions etc.   
 
7. Finance 
7.1 2011/2012 Budget 
LC provided an update on the 2011/2012 budget.  There was an issue about expenses for trampoline 
judging courses having been deducted from the TTP budget in error.  LC would contact SGA to have 
this dealt with. 
 
8. A.O.B 
8.1 Disability Add-on  
JW advised that he was running a disability add-on module in Aberdeen on 31 March / 1 April. 
 
8.2 Scottish Gala Weekend 2012 
LS had dealt with the booking information and sent it all to BG.  LJ advised that GMPD was also going 
to be held at the Dundee gala and this should perhaps be circulated/promoted.  JW suggested that 
we hold a ceilidh on the Saturday night, since it was the Scottish gala weekend. LS/CMck raised 
concern at the turnout which would be required to ensure such an event was finally feasible. 
 
9. Date of Next Meeting 
The date for the next meeting was agreed as Wednesday 28th March 2012. 
 


